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D.M.S. A w a r d s
Conferred Upon
Fifteen Cadets

Fifteen senior ROTC cadets
were honored n Distinguished
Militery Students in an awards
ceremony held yesterday before
the 535-man cadet brigade.
Awards were also presented to
members of the best company at
summer camp and to a junior
cadet for excellence in military
history.
The Very Reverend Vincent C
Dore, O.P., President of the College, and Lt. Colonel Andrew A.
Del Corso, professor of military
science, presented the awards.
Selected on the basis of exceptional qualities of leadership,
military aptitude and academic
achievement, the recipients of
the DMS awards will be offered
an opportunity of making a profession in the US Army upon
graduation. The ROTC, through
this Distinguished Military Graduate Program, is the largest
I single source of career officers
for the Army, providing more
than twice the number of Regular Army officers furnished
annually by West Point.
Those who received DMS
awards were: Victor N Daley,
Paul R. Dionne, Robert C. Eaton,
Frederick C. Gillette. Robert W.
Ilappe, Thomas F. Henry, John
G. Ileslin, Francis T. Hill, Jr.,
Donald C. Lyon. John J McElroy, Joseph C. McMullan,
Daniel J. Millea, Paul C. Reuss,
Henry J. St. Germain and
Donald L Speraco.
The following received best
company awards: Thomas W.
Brooks, Joseph A. Fryc, Charles
A. Gaffney, John D Lanoue,
Leo T. Larriviere, Leo T. Scansaroli and Henry J. St. Germain.
Eugene Betit, a member of the
HMSIIIclass, received the Association of the U. S. Army Award
or excellence in Military Hisory.
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•pen Letter to
The Senior Class

After its last meeting, the members of the Class Gift
Committee came to a decision which we feel is in the best
interests of the class and the College. Only after serious
discussion and debate was it decided that a program for a
sizeable donation waB in order. We are strong in our convictions and we will think and act as one person. We all
agree that .in our class, there exists a firm nucleus who
realize that such a program is within our grasp.
A learned Greek once said. "Give me a lever long
enough, and a prop strong enough, and single handed I can
move the world." I feel our great class is strong enough to
make such a program a success.
Such a program could never be a success unless it came
from the heart of each member of the class. It must be
prompted by a recognition of the worth of Providence College and a spirit of gratitude for the gifts each of us has
received.
Unfortunately, too many of us resent the impact of new
ideas and look with suspicion on whoever imparts them to
us. We hate to be disturbed in the beliefs and prejudices
that have been handed down to us. We seek instead the
sterile comfort of mental hibernation. If a new idea enters
our home, dorm, or classroom we rise up and utter some
unthinking statement.
Let's stop and think. A great many of us wouldn't be
here today if it weren't for the hard work and sacrifice of
others. Can't we sacrifice so that PC might grow and educate even more young men? Hundreds of students, who are
complete strangers to us now, will profit by our fair and
just payments. It could be said that this proposal is a partial payment on a debt we owe to many past un-named
benefactors.
Many say, "I'm paying my tuition . . . that's more than
enough." According to recent estimates whatever a student
pays in costs, the College matches. The total burden is 47%
from the student and 53% from the College. Many don't
realize the good fortune we have in receiving our education
in the Dominican tradition. Let's be practical . . . could you
imagine the costs of tuition if many of our Fathers traded
their white cowls for a suit and tie. How long could the
College afford to pay the salaries of its Father Reicharts, its
Father Reids, its Father Coskrens, its Father Forsters and
many others—without raising the costs of tuition.
In helping PC grow we will be making an investment
in our own future for as PC's prestige increases, ours does
likewise. I feel that with serious thought the true PC man
will come to the same decisions as his Gift Committee. The
(Continued on Page 3)

Senior Class Plans Folk Festival;
Big Success Anticipated by Chairman

Expecting a similar success to
that of last year, the class of
1965 will hold its second folk
festival. The event, entitled
"Festival M," Is slated for

November 21 at Alumni Hall.
The program will begin at 8
p.m.
Chairman for the festival is
John Coffey and the talent co-

The Non Such R l v t r Sinnrrs
groups U u t s p p w r d at Us» y W s

d b o r t ) Is a a e
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«
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ordinators are Tom Fennessey
and John Perrault. Fennessey
and Perrault have promised an
evening of good entertainment
The concert will be delivered
in "hootenanny" style, that is,
the audience will be seated on
blankets on the floor as well as
in the bleachers and balcony
The set-up is the same as last
year.
H>ere is a difference, however Last year's concert was
competitive, while this year
there will be no prizes awarded
or judgments made
Several women's colleges
have been invited to attend, and
according to reports, most have
responded favorably.
Chairman Coffey noted that
the festival is being held the
night following the Friars' Formal and that some people
might like to make a weekend
at i t
Tickets are one dollar and
are currently on sale at Alum
(Continued on Page C)
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Club for Day-Hops
Is Proposed by S C

S t u d e n t Congress, b u s i n e s s t h i s w e e k dealt with t h e
p r o p o s e d f o r m a t i o n of a club f o r d a y - h o p s t u d e n t s .
Father Jurgelaitis' answer to the parking problem, the
recognition of clubs on c a m p u s a n d a p e n a l t y f o r t h o s e
clubs not f o l l o w i n g t h r o u g h on t h e i r s p o n s o r i n g a social
event.
The Student Congress will try would be up to the initiative of
to put into operation a club as the individual students They
soon as possible for the day-hop must put locks on their cars,
students. The main purpose of form committees to guard their
this club would be to provide for cars, or whatever else they can
day-hops an opportunity to par- can think of.
take more fully in campus life.
to the standThe club would also be to spark ingAnlawamendment
regional clubs be
spirit into the day-hops who excluded that
from appropriations
show a lack of spirit as far as simply because
they are regional
campus life is concerned. A clubs was proposed
and passed.
committee is discussing the Congressmen voted 12-7
that the
problems at hand and specific regional club appropriations
be
proposals will be forth coming. decided each year rather than
The answer Father Jurgelaitis excluding these clubs because
gave to the parking problem was
that no change in the present they are social clubs.
set up is seen for the near The Congress also decided
future. He said also that the ad- that clubs that reserve a date
ministration does not foresee on Che College s social calendar
putting up lights or a fence be- to run an event and backs out
cause of the expense in- without a two-week notification
volved. It was also pointed out, should be fined. An amendment
that if anything is to be done was proposed that the fine not
about the parking problem, it exceed $23, but was voted down.

Godlessness in the World
Seen in Edward Albee's Play

"O,—my—God." With these less world and its culmination
words Rev. Robert L. Walker, in an apparently useless suicide.
O.P., initiated his discussion of Following the lecture, Fr. WalkEdward Albee's "The Zoo er opened the session to disStory" at the first meeting of cussion.
the Arts and Letters Club, held The lecture was preceded by
Monday evening.
a brief organizational meeting
Speaking before an audience of the society. A prospectus of
of close to one hundred persons. the coming year's activities was
Ft. Walker classified his open- offered for consideration and
ing phrase as being "a key to later vote by the members.
the interpretation of the play."
Its function as such was exposed through the demonstra Doctor Jui H. Wang
tion that Albee's "God," the
one referred to in the play, is To Deliver Lecture
not "God" in the Christian
sense. In fact, "it is no God For NIH Students
at all." It is actually a decla- Dr. Jui H. Wang will deliver
ration of the godlessness of the a lecture entitled "The Moletwentieth century world, an out- cular Mechanism of Oxidative
cry against our human zoo.
Phosphorylation" on Monday,
Ft. Walker went on to ex- November 9, at 7:30 p.m. In
plicate the symbolism contained Room A-100 of Albertut Magnus
in the details of the characters' Hall. The lecture it being held
lives. He stressed their func- under the auspices of the NIH
tion as portions of an overall program.
microcosm-macrocosm motif, il- Dr. Wang is the Eugene Higlustrating the similarities be- gins Professor of Chemistry, a
tween society and the zoo. From joint appointment in both the
their collective significance he
of Chemistry and
drew the ultimate theme of Al- Department
the Department of Molecular Bibee's play "that human life is ology
and
Biophysics
at Yale
a zoo in which people are sepa University.
rated from one another by the Dr. Wang received his B.Sc.
cages and bars of class distinc degree from the National South
tion. ignorance and indiffer- west Associated University at
ence "
China He received
The final portion of the lec- Kunning,
PhD. in 1948 from Washture was devoted to the evalua his
University in St. Louis,
tive question of the author's ington
essential motivation, as ex- Missouri.
pressed in the query, "Is the Since receiving his Ph.D., Dr
play a blasphemous rebellioa Wang has published over 40
against divine providence or a scientific papers. He has done
plea for c h a n t y ' " Fr Walker considerable work in studying
argued in defense of the for- the reactions of molecular
mer from the play's portrayal models in their relation to biof a purposeless and meaning ological functions.
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Around
the

Sneaky Politics . . .

Now that the elections are over and the campaigning- done, we can do nothing but wish the winners congratulations and offer the losers our condolences. We
must, however, make note of a few occurrences which
took place and irritated us as well as others on this
campus during the campaign.
Last Friday during the 10:20 break a horde of
females dressed in red jackets and calling themselves
"Johnson Girls" descended upon the Alumni Hall cafeteria to distribute campaign literature, buttons, label
pins, and numerous other paraphernalia associated with
campaigns. This was done without the prior knowledge
or authority of the Dean of Discipline, through whose
office all such activity must be cleared.
This was merely one incident. Throughout the campaign we were beseiged by announcements and handbills
concerning both candidates.
Although we believe that each individual has the
right to express his opinion, we must note that the policy
of the College has been to remain neutral in the area of
active campaigning on campus for or against political
candidates. In both cases, a definite breach of the
College's authority was in evidence, as were standards
of common courtesy. Such attitudes can never be tolerated, regardless of the reasons.

Voters Protest . . .

Apparently, the intention of The Cowl in conducting
a presidential straw poll last week was misunderstood.
We have been charged with reflecting a false impression
of the opinion of those who participated in the straw
poll. Furthermore, the suggestion has been made that
we are guilty of political suppression in not recognizing
the voice of a minority. These charges were leveled at us
because we did not count the votes cast for the candidates of the Socialist Labor party, Eric Haas and Henning Blomen.
Perhaps the fault was ours in not making our intentions clear when he announced that we would conduct a straw poll. Our intention was to get a picture of
the relative strength on campus of the two presidential
candidates of the two major political parties. Votes for
anyone other than Johnson or Goldwater were not
counted because such information was outside the scope
of our intention in conducting the poll.
We regret that we have ruffled the feathers of the
few who voted for the minority candidate, Eric Haas.
The poll was conducted on a Tuesday, the day The Cowl
is "put to bed," in order that the tabulation would be
done at a time as near our deadline as possible. This
was to aid in preventing any leak of the results. Thus,
the votes had to be tabulated under the disadvantages
of a time limit. Because of this our tallying was confined to the ballots cast for Johnson and Goldwater, especially the ballots of those students who would be eligible to vote in the national election. Furthermore, the
fact remains that the name of Eric Haas was. not listed
on our ballot, and we were, therefore, under no obligation to print information we did not seek.

Campi

By The Inter-Collegiate Press
HONOR SYSTEM
Brunswick, Me.—Freshmen at
Bowdoin College are helping to
inaugurate a unique honor system that will give students complete responsibility for integrity in their academic work.
The constitution of the honor
system provides that any member of the college who witnesses a violation "shall take such
action as he believes is consistent with his own sense of
honor." Under the constitution, all exams and quizzes will
be unproctored, although "an
instructor may, if he wishes, remain in the exam room."
SYMMETRICAL PERIODS
Allentown, Pa.—A new symmetrical period code system, allowing nine Monday-Wednesday-Friday sequences of 50 minutes each and five TuesdayThursday sequences of 75 minutes each will go into effect for
the 1964-65 academic year at
Muhlenberg College.
The code which increases the
number of series from eleven
to fourteen, allows time for better student-faculty preparation
and affords more opportunity
for research and study, since no
class will meet on two consecutive days.
VANISHING PROFESSORS
Bethany, W. Va.—The college
professors who would "gladly
teach" appear to be a vanishing tribe, according to Dr. Perry E. Gresham, President of
Bethany College. "Prestige
around colleges and universities
is related to light teaching
loads," he said. "The trade
union goals of more pay for
less work appear to have infected the teaching profession.
"Many celebrated teachers
seldom look in on their classes
and simply bide time between
foundation fellowships or light
teaching assignments at foreign
universities where prestige is
high and servants are available.

This Week
In PC History

One Year Ago
A motion to withdraw the
College from membership in
the National Student Association was presented to the Student Congress.
Five Years Ago
Thaddeus James McGeough,
a senior education major, was
killed in an automobile accident. McGeough served as
president of the Big Brothers,
editor-in-chief of the Alembic,
photography editor of the
Veritas and a member of the
Dominotes.
Ten Years Ago
John Valva, a sophomore
reporter for The Cowl, braved
the onslaughts of mauling
women and succeeded in
shaking the hand of the man
that brought screams from
their throats—Liberace.
Fifteen Years Ago
The following "Letter to
the Editor" was received:
Dear Editor:
Suggest that classes be suspended for this coming Saturday so that out-of-town students may be able to spend
a week-end at home.
(Signed) Out-of-Town
Twenty-Five Years Ago
The Carolan Club announced plans for a rally and
dance to be held on the eve
of the Holy Cross football
game.

Rake, Rake, Rake . . .

The aesthetic significance of the "lateral outgrowth
from a stem that constitute units of the foliage of a
plant and function primarily in food manufacture by
photosynthesis" (thank you, Mr. Webster) has been
elucidated assidously by virtuosos since the incipience
of civilization.
But to the PC maintenance men, it ain't so. A leaf
is a leaf and they gotta clean 'em up.
Each year as fall falls, leaves fall and maintenance
men fall on the free-falling leaves as they frequently
fall in order to catch them before the falling fallout from
the foliage falls on frost.
Still the situation is startling. These knights in
shining work clothes cannot keep up with their work.
As fast as they win their jousts with the leaves, more
leaves replace their fallen comrades and cover our beloved grass. The situation IS startling. -A solution is
sought. (Please no axes or saws.)
These men do a real fine job! They deserve a pat on
the back. (They also deserve larger rakes ) It hurts to
rake leaves—it hurts the maintenance men more than
it hurts the leaves. Still they do it. They're devoted to
duty. We are indeed grateful.
(That rumor circulating about the campus is NOT
true. The motto of the maintenance crew is NOT: "You
leave the leaves and leave the leaves to us.")

MEMOFROM THE EDITOR
Approximately one y e a r a g o the Student Congress
p a s s e d legislation to petition the Administration with reg a r d to posting of lire signs in the classrooms of Harlan's
Hall. The bill w a s sponsored b y Senior Joe Calabria who
w a s then a junior representative to the Congress. Subsequent to the Congress' approval the Administration w a s
petitioned several times a n d e a c h time the recommendations w e r e put aside.
To this date nothing h a s b e e n done while extremely
d a n g e r o u s conditions continue to exist in Harlan's Hall.
The problem is this. In case of e m e r g e n c y such a s fire
there is no designated plan for e v a c u a t i n g the building
quickly. Ii such a disaster ever occurred h u n d r e d s of panic
stricken students w o u l d jam the halls a n d stairwells in a
desperate attempt to get out.
Keeping in mind w h a t the second floor of Harlan's
Hall looks like during a b r e a k b e t w e e n classes, I ask you
to picture w h a t it would be like if a fire alarm w e r e
sounded.
But come to think of it w e don't e v e n h a v e a design a t e d fire signal, or at least w e ' v e never h e a r d it. Last
y e a r w h e n a b o m b scare c a u s e d the building to be evacuated, individual classrooms w e r e notified by messengers.
Obviously this is not the best w a y or even a good w a y of
emptying the building quickly.
A fire signal should b e set u p a n d m a d e known to
the students. Surprise fire drills should b e conducted at
least twice a year. If these w e r e carried out efficiently no
more than ten minutes w o u l d be lost from class time. Surely this would be a small sacrifice for the s a k e of safety.
In order to insure that the building be emptied quickly
lire signs would be installed in e a c h classroom a n d office
in Harkins Hall. These signs would assign a specific exit
route for e a c h room in the building in order to utilize e a c h
stairway a n d exit efficiently.
Each exit route would b e given a letter or n u m b e r
designation. These letters or n u m b e r s would also be posted
in the h a l l w a y s along with arrows directing the students
a n d faculty to the exits. The faculty a n d students would
h a v e to familiarize themselves with the exiting procedures
for e a c h classroom that they occupied during the course
of a week.
Ideally a building such a s Harlan's Hall should be
able to be e v a c u a t e d in three minutes time. This c a n only
be done il the exiting p r o c e d u r e is p r e p a r e d for a n d practiced in a d v a n c e .
Agreed that the setting u p of fire signs would be a
complicated procedure. However last y e a r Mr. Calabria offered to a s s u m e the b u r d e n a n d h e h a s told m e that his
offer still stands. I c a n see no r e a s o n w h y the Administration should turn d o w n this r e a s o n a b l e offer, especially
w h e n the safety of the entire college community is at stake.
G E O R G E O'BRIEN
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Pershing Rifle Team

• p e n Letter . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
exact size of the gift and duration of fulfillment is still being considered and your suggestions will be more than
welcome.
It's easy to criticize . . . it seems that some students
live on criticism, they never make a positive effort for anyone except themselves.
When the time has come to accept your diploma, you
have a chance to experience a glow of satisfaction in knowing that you are leaving something of yourself here at PC.
You are actively helping to build Providence College . . .
don't walk down those steps and walk out on PC.
Jeffrey R. Kelly
Chairman, Senior Gift Committee

Slated to Compete
In First Drill Meet
Boston Commonwealth Armory is the site for the first
drill meet of the Company 12.
National Society of Pershina
Rifles. Under the command of
Cadet 2nd Lieutenant Thomas
Pasquale, the Providence College Drill Team will compete
on December 6 against teams
throughout the New England
area.
This program will be part of
the Pearl Harbor Day Exhibition. Master Sergeant George
Maloney will supervise the 16
member team.
The drill team also expects
to participate in the Coast
Guard meet at New London, the
Bean Pot meet at Commonwealth Armory, and St. Peter's
College in New Jersey.

Production is Planned
By Pyramid Players

"Arsenic and Old Lace" with being the fact that he sees the
an extra frill will be the first role of the Pyramid Players as
play to be presented by the one of service to the college
Pyramid Players this year. Rev. | community. He hopes the stuThomas N. McPaul, moderator, dent body will come to the plays
announced yesterday. ' T h e ex- to be entertained.
tra frill added is the fact that
all parts will be portrayed by The Players are attempting to
PC men, even though the script cover every facet of play produccalls for two old maids and a tion. They will build and paint
charming, young sophisticate," the set, made extremely difficult since the script calls for a
Fr. McPaul stated.
two-floor plan. Richard deRobThe Play, scheduled for De- bio has been appointed stage
cember 6 and 7, will be directed manager and Frank Kelly has
by the moderator with John undertaken the construction of
Perrault as student director. the set.. Rev. Robert E. Bond,
Ralph Mattera and Paul Kusinitz assistant moderator, will oe in
play the very trying roles of the charge of make-up and costumold aunts, while Mortimer Brew- ing. There are forty-two memster, their nephew, is played by bers of the dramatic group
David O'Connell.
working on this play.
Father McPaul said that the Tickets will go on sale about
play was chosen for many rea- ten days before the first persons, principal among them formance. They will be one
dollar for general admission and
seventy-five cents for students.
1

Friar's Formal To Be Held
At Kirkbrae Country Club
I, Now that we're 21 we have
a lot more responsibility.
Now we make the decisions.

Your decision should be based
a what the candidate stands for.
r example, does your man's
1 policy square with your
phy on the matter?
I hope not 11
could handle money.

. Right. And this year we have
a big decision to make—who
gets our vote for President.
I've already decided
to vote for the candidate
of my choice.

4. Then how do you expect to go
out into the world, support a
wife, raise children, anc1 be a
two-car family?
I wish I knew.

Plans for the annual Friar's
Formal have been announced
by the Friar's Club of Providence College. The event will
take place on Friday, November 20, at the Kirkbrae Country Club in Lincoln R. I. Music will be provided from 9
p.m. until 1 a.m. by Art Tancredi and his orchestra.
Bids priced at $5 per couple
are being sold this week in
Alumni Hall during the 10:20
break and at the lunch hour
and in the Raymond Hall dining room during the evening
meal. Due to the limited space
at the Kirkbrae only 100 bids
will be sold and students are being urged to pick them up
early. Following tradition, the
dance will be non-floral.
Paul Tucker, president of the
club, reminded students that
"the Formal is open to all
members of the student body

New French Club
Outlines Purposes
the At First Meeting

He went on to say that in
past many students have had
the mis-conception that the
dance is only for members of
the Friar's Club. "This," he
said, "has never been the case.
All are invited to what we expect will be a most pleasant
evening."
Chairman of the Formal, Ray
Finnerty, commented on the
choice of the Kirkbrae as the
site of the dance. "This place
has really got it," he said. "It's
not only easily accessible but it
also has a lot of class and
should provide a perfect setting for this type of dance," he
said.
Chairmen for the various
committees include: Joe Flynn,
favors; Tom Terranova, patrons; Ray Lambert, queen contest; Cliff McGuire, tickets; Ed
McCarthy, program; Vic Tuma,
publicity; Jack Lynch, finance;
and Greg Plunkett, invitations.

AUTO ACCIDENT
WITNESS W A N T E D

J Let me give you a piece of
advice that will help you
ofl to « good start.
I'd sure appreciate It

6. Soon as you get«job, put
some dough Into cash-value
insurance, the kind they call
Living Insurance at Equitable.
It gives your wife and tddi
solid protection and it
automatically builds a cash
value you can use instead foe
retirement or whatever you like.
Say. why don't you ran
(or Preaident?

For information about Living Insurance, lee The Man from Equitable.
For complete information about career opportunities at Enuitable. x e
your Placement Officer, or wiita to Edward D. McDougal. Manager,
Manpower Development Division.
the

EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United

States

Bom. Office: 1185 Avenue at the A u r i c u , NewTork. N . l 10019 C 1904

Y o u were in a black Ford on W Y N D H A M A V E . ,
Providence, o n d w a s stopped to the reor of a stopped
Ford automobile.
DATE:
Friday, O c t o b e r 2 , 1 9 6 4
TIME:
1 :55 P. M .
PLACE:
Intersection of W y n d h o m A v e n u e a n d S m i t h
Street
AUTOMOBILES:
A . 1 9 5 6 Ford coupe, stopped on W y n d h o m A v e nue, Providence. Operator was a w o m a n with
children;
B. 1 9 6 4 C h e v r o l e t station w a g o n . O p e r a t o r was
a man
Y o u a p p r o a c h e d the w o m a n a n d told her t h a t
y o u tow the accident a n d it was not her f a u l t ;
her d a u g h t e r was injured a n d the rescue s q u a d
took t h e m to a hospital
If y o u are one of these y o u n g m e n , please c o n tact:

M. L O U I S A B E D O N

626 I N D U S T R I A L B A N K
PROVIDENCE, RHODE
TELEPHONE: U N I O N

BUILDING
ISLAND
1-5700

On Oct. 29 at 7:30 P.M. in
Harkins Hall the new French
Club of Providence College
held its initial meeting. This
informal and well-attended
meeting served to announce the
purpose of the club and to introduce its co-moderators.
The club has been organized
for the cultivation of interest
in the civilization, culture, literature, and language of the
French-speaking countries by
means of a varied program of
activities. These will include
audio-visual aids, lectures by
guests and faculty members,
and informal panel discussions
among members of the club.
Serving as the co-moderators
for the club will be Mr. Louis
Beauchemin and Mr. Paul L.
Callahan.
New members who are interested in the French culture but
not necessarily French or language major are welcome. The
next meeting of the club will be
on Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m, with
room to be announced.

Judge W a l s h
Delivers Talk

Probate Judge Stephen R.
Walsh of East Providence, Assistant Professor in the department of Business Administration at Providence College, was
one of the principal speakers
at the annual meeting of the
Catholic Business Education Association, last Saturday. The
meeting was held at the Academy of Notre Dame, Tyngsboro,
Mass. The key note speaker
was Rev. Seavey Joyce, 8J.,
Chairman of the department of
Business Administration at Boston College.
Judge Walsh participated at
the general membership meeting where his report as treasurer of the association was accepted. Later his address entitled, "Liberal Arts and Business Administration: Can They
Exist Together?" was delivered
to the gathering.
Attending the meeting in addition to Judge Walsh was Mr.
Raymond Bagley, CPA, also on
the faculty of the College in the
department of Business Administration.
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- Letters to the Editor -

success and the enthusiasm for
To the Editor:
The College administration's the concert were so high that
restriction of resident student any average effort was considparking to the scarcely-lighted, ered to be apathetic. In considpoorly-patrolled lot behind Ray- eration of these circumstances I
mond Hall has resulted in would not say that "the class
another act of vandalism. Dur- president did not put himself
ing the night of October 31st, out at all" but rather that he
the convertible top of my car did not put all out.
was severely slashed. This oc- The rebuttal to this criticism
curred despite the fact that the gave the reasons why Jeff Decar was parked in one of the laney was unable to devote himbetter lighted sections of the lot self entirely to the concert proand despite the Dean of Dis- ject. Circumstances made it imcipline's assertion that the lot is possible for him to do the work
regularly patrolled. If this inci- himself. As a result of this he
dent were an isolated one, it delegated the authority of an
could perhaps be dismissed as appointed representative. This
being inevitable. But, it isn't. It process is utilized by every wise
is only one of many such occur- leader, but also contingent to
rences. The conclusion to be the delegation of authority are
drawn from this is simply this: the two factors: responsibility
at night, the parking area be- and supervision. Although auhind Raymond Hall is not a safe thority is delegated, responsibilplace for the resident student to ity remains with the leader.
park his car. (The Aquinas Hall Since he is responsible for the
parking lot, from which resident project, the leader must then
student parking is presently insure its success through superbanned, also offers relatively vision. These characteristics
little security, although experi- seemed to be lacking. I say
ence has shown it to be some- "seemed to be lacking" because
what less attractive to vandals in every case one must consider
and thieves than the Raymond circumstances; and if his projected circumstances are valid,
Hall lot.)
his stand is valid.
The administration at the Col- then
As for the effort of the chairlege has chosen to relieve it- men
handling of the conself of any financial responsi- cert, inI the
can only say it was a
bility for damage or theft of au- professional
effort which protomobiles on the campus. How- duced professional
results.
ever, it would seem to me that
the College still has at least a I hope that through this letter
moral obligation to afford some the student body will be endegree of protection to the lightened as to the recent conproperty of its resident students. troversy.
Sincerely,
In light of this, I would propose
Paul R. Dionne
that the following steps be
President,
Student Congress
taken to help prevent further
vandalism and theft in the
campus parking areas.
To the Editor:
First, adequate lighting should Gentlemen, a protest . . .
be installed in those lots which In the recent campus straw
are presently without it. This poll, my write-in vote for the
applies to both the Aquinas and Socialist Labor Party presiRaymond Hall parking areas, dential and vice-presidential canand is a must for the latter if didates, Eric Hass and Henning
resident student parking is to Blomen, was not counted. As an
be restricted to that lot.
eligible voter who intends to
Secondly, a responsible guard vote for Hass and Blomen in the
should make regular checks on general election, I resent the
the parking lots during the disqualification—through timidevening and night hours at ity, expediency, or sheer careclosely spaced intervals. It is dif- lessness—of my vote.
ficult to believe that this is The implications are all too
being done now.
clear. Firstly, the percentages
Finally, resident students published in The Cowl are a
should again be allowed to take patently false reflection of the
advantage of the extra measure opinions of those who particiof protection afforded their cars pated in the straw poll. Along
by the Aquinas Hall parking this line, one mig ht question
area, particularly if either one whether all other votes were acor both of the foregoing pro- curately reported. And, of
posals are rejected.
course, there is the fetid odor
The administration of the Col- of political suppression wafting
lege has a clear choice. By put- from the camp of the status quo
ting into effect such suggestions in its refusal to recognize the
as I have listed above, it can voice of a minority.
hope to put a stop to the unneces- My vote for Hass and Blomen
sary theft and vandalism which was no lark; but regardless of
has become all too frequent in this, it was not within the purthe campus parking areas. By view of those who administered
choosing to pursue its present the poll to question the inten"do nothing" policy, however, tions of anyone. As a point of
the administration can only lend fact, the Socialist Labor Party
support to the accusations of has run candidates for national
negligence and insincerity made office since its inception in
against it.
1890. Currently, it is on the
Keith P. Draxl, '65 ballot in fourteen states, and
Hass and Blomen have been conducting a nation-wide campaign.
To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is (I trust that the good editors
not one of criticism, unless in- of The Cowl are aware that supterpreted as constructive criti- port of the Socialist Party Platcism; but one of elucidation and form is in no way tantamount
clarification of the recent con- to support of despotic communtroversy between the chairman ism, the violent overthrow of
of the Ferrante and Teicher government, or atheism. Similarconcert and the senior class ly, I am sure the editors are
aware that "guilt by association"
president.
The initial criticism was that has resulted in the most lurid
of Jack Cullinan in reference to and regrettable pages of Amerthe apathy shown by Jeff De- ican history in general and the
laney toward the concert. history of the American press
Though the criticism was harsh, in particular.)
I believe it was somewhat justi- The number of write-in votes
fiable. My sole reason for stat- for valid minority party candiing this is that the desire for dates should be made known.

Indeed, the very form of the
ballot implicitly reflected the
feeling in many quarters that
the presidential election requires "a vote for the lesser of
two evils."
If academia and democracy
are to be viable institutions, dissent must be permitted, recognized, and even encouraged.
Sincerely yours,
Stephen J. Fortunato, Jr.
Class of 1965
Editor's Note: Two letters
similar to the one above were
received. They were written by
John Good, '65 and James
Sweeny, '65. Owing to the
lack of space, we are unable
to print all the letters received.
However, we felt that Mr. Fortunato's letter is indicative of
what was said in the other two
letters. We refer you to "Voters
Protest" on the editorial page.
To the Editor:
In the October 28 edition of
The Cowl there appeared an
article about Senator Claiborne
Uell's lecture at PC. Although
the article was generally a
worthy one, I would like to point
out a certain aspect of the story
that should have been more
fully explained.
The reported quotes Senator
Pell as saying: "We're all basically anarchists at heart." This
statement, taken out of context,
could connote unfavorable and
unjust ideas about Senator
Pell's political philosophy. The
Senator amplified his statement
and explained that all men
would like to be free of government restrictions, if this were

Lecture o n Russia Given
To Physics Honor Society

Analysis" dealt with the possibility of accidents at such an
installation. Having discussed
the factors contributing to an
excursion, the name for a reactor explosion, Mr. DeMeglio
then disclosed that the proba
bility of such an occurrence is
virtually nil due to the elaborate safety precautions. Since
the first reactor was brought to
criticality, there has never been
an injury to anyone not associated with the field. Mr. DeMeglio stated that the Nuclear
Reactor field is in a position
comparable to that of another
"monster" in its infancy, namely, alternating current, the socalled "sure destruction" that
now powers virtually everything
we use today.
At the October 13th meeting
the following students were inducted into membership in the
society: Harrell Broughton,
Francis Corbett, Michael Gora,
Peter Grosnickle, Peter Gwozdz,
James Holden, Adrien Laboissonniere, Michael Mendillo,
David B. Monaghan, Jr., Richard Weintzen.
The following were made
Chapter Associates: Richard
possible. He also pointed out Brousseau, Harvey Martineau,
that the needs of the people Walter Rarus.
force government into the picture.
FOR SALE
Therefore, it is my opinion
that the aforementioned state- 1963 Austin Healey—3000
ment was not sufficiently clari- fully equipped.
fied by the writer.
Call between 5-7
John Kiely
UN 1-3316
Class of '68
At two recent meetings, the
Providence College Chapter,
Sigma Pi Sigma, National
Physics Honor Society, presented speakers discussing topics of interest to those both inside and outside of the physics
field.
On October 13, 1964, Dr. Edwin Gora, of the College Physics
department, and Dr. A. J. Drummond, of Eply Laboratory, Newport, Rhode Island, showed
slides and spoke on their trip
to the Soviet Union during the
past summer. While the purpose of their journey was scientific, photographs of this nature
are not allowed and consequently their slides were descriptive mainly of social conditions in Russia, including pictures of Moscow, Leningrad
and the Russian countryside.
The society was fortunate in
acquiring the services of Mr. A.
Francis DeMeglio, Director of
the Rhode Island Nuclear Science Center Reactor facilities at
Narragansett for its October
26th meeting. Mr. DeMeglio's
topic, "Nuclear Reactor Hazards

W h e n Jerry West
goes fishing...

'Chap Stick' goes along!
"Whether it's the fishing or-basketball season, I
always carry 'Chap Stick'," says the L. A. Lakers'
star. "During the winter, I leave a heated gym and
go into the cold night air. That's when my lips

u s e d to get sore. A n d out f i s h i n g u n d e r the
summer sun, they dried o u t - e v e n cracked. But
now, summer or winter, 'Chap Stick' does the job
- s o o t h e s my lips and helps heal them fast!"

The lip balm selected
for use by the
U.S. Olympic Team,
OON'T LET ORY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR F U N - W H E R E V E R YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
•CHAP STICK' IS t E 6 . TM © I H 4 MORTON M f « . C O M . , I T H C H I U t C , VA.

Summer Camp Poll
Shows Overall Views
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Deasy Discusses Civil War
InIn a lecture
Lecture
to History Club
sponsored by the

The five most promi-channine Society, Mr. Richard problems.
schools of taught that were
Dick Cole
The poll revealed that the four edge into practice. A section of
Deasy, instructor of history at nent
to
challenge
Lincoln's were the "It wasby great!"
best factors of summer camp training specially cited was the
Providence College, addressed Nationalist, the
Southern,
the
glad it's over!"
according to the majority of gruelling sixty-hour "tac week"
t representative gathering of Economic, the Revisionist, and "I'm
"I really learned a lot.
students were:
which included tactics, cadet
itodents in the Guild Room on the New Nationalist.
These
are
but
a
few
of
the
leadership and a seven mile
Monday evening, the 26th, con- After a thorough explanation • many interesting reactions to 1. Leadership experience.
2.
Camp
ratings.
cerning various theories on the of these schools, and a contrast the 1964 R.O.T.C. Summer 3. Application of classroom forced march. Cadet Leo Larriviere stated that "tac week cerMlution of the slave problem of each to the views of Lin- | Camp. Conducted at Fort Devtainly showed you could push
principles.
s«d the causes of the Civil coln, Mr Deasy presented some ens, Massachusetts, for a six
4. Learning about oneself. your body further than you
War.
far reaching conclusions. First week period during the sum As camp was conducted on a thought and the experience reFrom the outset, Mr Deasy of all, each school was greatly mer, camp proved to be both rotating leadership basis with ally helped build your self-conoade it clear that the com- influenced by the emotional an interesting and worthwhile command positions changing fidence."
plexity of the war itself and the atmosphere of its time and that challenge for the 65 Providence from day to day, each cadet While learning about military
evolution in thinking of men the New Nationalist theory of College seniors attending it. was given an opportunity to life, however, cadets also
lile Lincoln and Grant has been today attempts to recognize the These cadets were among some take charge of a group of men learned a great deal about
re lected in the historiography "great unfinished task remain- 1,600 students representing 35 for the day's activities. Com- themselves. Having to react to
of the war and in turn has re- ing before us." Second, that no c o l l e g e s and universities menting on camp, Cadet John strange and unannounced cirHeslin stated that, "In many cumstances plus the difficulty
flected the confusion in opin- matter how much in error these throughout the nation.
schools might have been, they An essential requirement for situations at camp, you were of adjusting to new surroundions of American historians
presented valuable contribu)uring his years as President, all
tions to solving the problem
Li icoln changed his views. In Third,
that since men changed
bi first Inaugural Address in
(Continued on Page 6)
M rch of 1861, Lincoln stated
I i he would not interfere with
>1 very where it already existed.
In 1862, in a letter to Horace Tentative Plans
C Hoy. he wrote that he would
I • all the slaves if it would
i e the Union. By 1863, Lin- Of Camera Club
,t n had commanded all the
I .os in the rebellious parts A r e Announced
o the Confederacy to be emant a ted As commander-in-chief, The Camera Club held its
n 1865, he enlisted the emanci- intial meeting on Wednesday,
p: ted slaves into the Union October 28, in Harkins Hall
A my. This act gave much rotunda. James Foley, '65 is
|c led strength to Lincoln's the student moderator. He adirny and also ended any plan dressed the group and gave
Of colonization of slaves in them information on the tentaAlrica that Lincoln had. Just tive plans of the organization.
be.ore his death, the President
Or .led the enfranchisement of Representatives of The Cowl
m ny emancipated slaves in the and y e a r b o o k photography
fcith. Mr. Deasy noted, how- staffs spoke about the opporev ;r, that although Lincoln's tunities and positions available
tiiws changed with the situa- on their respective staffs.
tions, his basic theme of "Liber- Plans for the coming year inty Equality, Union," always re- clude informal lectures and discussions by local professional
n ined the same.
photographers and speakers
the Rhode Island School
.jncoln maintained that the offromDesign.
It: rt of the war rested with the
FIVE PC SENIORS "taking a break" from scheduled training at Fort Devens ROTC
Ctnfederacy for they had fired A possible photographic ex- Summer Camp are (From left to right): Cadets Phillip Dupont, Fred Gillette, Leo Mctk' first shot and that "seceder hibit in Alumni Hall lounge was Donough, Tom Stewart and John Heslin.
U.S. Army photocraph
po iticians" were responsible discussed. At the next meetHi perceived the three main ing on Thursday, November 12, commissioning in the United forced to think and act for ings proved highly beneficial to
Ci ises of the struggle, however, a formal program will be given. States Army, camp offered the yourself in assuming positions the majority of cadets.
See Yourself
to be the suppressed secession, Anyone interested is invited to cadets the opportunity to put of leadership. You found out
th - end of slavery, and the race attend.
into practice the military sub- just what you can and cannot Cadet Joseph Gallo noted that
jects they had studied at col- do. You learn more by doing camp "provides an excellent opportunity to learn to see yourlege. Under the leadership of than by Ustening."
Regular Army officers and non- Just how well a cadet did re- self as others see you. You
to contend with diverse
commissioned officers, cadets spond to both leadership and learn
personalities and get a true
participated in daily classroom subordinate responsibilities was taste
of army life."
and field activities. The proout in his ratings. At Cadet
Joseph Jalbert stated
Wool Parka's $11.95
gram gradually accelerated so brought
camp
the
cadets
were
rated
both
that
"camp
gives you a chance
that fundamentals learned dur- by the cadre officers and their
to
get
a
good look at yourself
ing
early
stages
of
camp
were
A v a i l a b l e in n a v y a n d c a m e l
daily
cadet
superiors.
In
addisee how you will react to
later applied to more complex tion they were graded in writ- and
difficult situations. If you help
and demanding problems.
ten
and
practical
examinations
others
they'll remember it.
Best Points
their intellectual, physi- U you out,
don't, the cadet ratings
Reactions of Providence Col- testing
Paramount,
Man's
cal
and
emotional
capacities.
will
kill
you."
lege students to the long, and During camp, each cadet quali- On the opposite side, howoften demanding, encampment fied in markmanship, was ever, there were several areas
C o r n e r of M o t r i i e r s o n a n d W a s h i n g t o n Streets
were recently given in a Cowl tested for leadership reaction of complaint by the Providence
poll of some 26 cadets who and physical fitness and given College seniors. While the maProvidence, R h o d e I s l a n d
had completed summer camp. a final comprehensive examina- jority felt that camp was a
tion at the conclusion of camp. worthwhile and rewarding exWhile some cadets felt that fa- perience, a consensus of those
voritism and personality con- polled cited the following as
flicts entered into ratings, the needing improvement and remajority agreed that since the vision.
SAVE 2 0 % ON LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
ratings were so numerous and
Classes.
the cadet raters changing daily, 2.1. Branch
A t O u r S m i t h Street a n d C h a l k s t o n e A v e n u e Store O n l y !
the final ratings were both fair 3. Lack of demonstrations.
sleep.
and accurate.
4. Lack of practical work
prior to camp.
Practical Work
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
SHIRTS
In the majority of cases, stuAn outstanding feature of dents
Save 2 0 % on " C o l o felt
that the calibre and
Reg. 2 8 c Ea.
SERVICE
the summer camp was the extent of military
n i a l " C l e a n i n g or use
classes pre22c each
chance given the cadets to ac- (Continued from Page <)
our " C l e o n & P r e s s "
Deduct 2 0 %
tually
put
their
textbook
knowl(Continued
on
Page
6)
b
u
d
g
e
t
Service.
W i t h I D. C o r d
W i t h I.D. C a r d

The

Shop

Y O U M U S T P R E S E N T Y O U R S T U D E N T I D. C A R D

CASH & CARRY
AT THIS STORE ONLY!
421-5747

VINCENT'S PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY

" T H E BEST IN DRUGS"

V I N C E N T N . C I A V A T T A , Reg. P h a r m a c i s t
3 6 4 A d m i r a l Street
G A 1-6003
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Student Organizations
Combine To Sponsor
An Evening of Music
The Carolan Club in conjunction with the Arts and Letters
Society is sponsoring an Evening
of Music on Tuesday, November
24 at 8 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge.
The participants, all accomplished musicians from the student body, are: Jim Becker (violin); Jon Henry (piano); Bill
Rousseau (piano); Larry DeJohn
(piano); Larry Porter (classical
guitar and violin). Last year's
concert received enthusiastic approval from those who attended
and this year an even larger
audience is expected.
Admission is free to all P.C.
students and their guests. Mike
Enright, president of the Arts
and Letters Society will act as
MC, and refreshments will be
served after the program.

Summer Camp.
(Continued from Page 5)
sentcd at Fort Devens was the
outstanding weakness of summer encampment. To many,
they were excessively long, over
detailed, and generally boring.
Also the protest was made that
cadets were expected to master
"too much too soon."
Branch Information
Another sore spot was the
lack of adequate information
regarding v a r i o u s service
branches. As senior cadets must
choose from among several
branches, many felt that much
greater emphasis should have
been given to branch orientation at camp. As one cadet
said, "The orientation didn't
really tell much about the
branches. Besides, we only had
a minute or so at each exhibit."
One complaint probably common to all training camps was
the lack of sleep. Since cadets
often had to rise at 5:00 or even
4:00 a.m., complaints were
numerous. "It really cut down
on our effectiveness," said one
cadet. "In the first two weeks,
we were expected to stay alert
during the day, yet we never
had enough sleep."
Preparation
A final weakness mentioned
deals not so much with camp
itself but with preparation for
camp. Practical work, while at
college, most felt, was sadly
lacking. Cadet Larriviere noted
that "while classes in preparation for camp were generally
good, we were not prepared for
the use of the compass." Others
felt that more work should have
been done on map reading,
tactics and physical conditioning.
Despite the difficulties and
the tremendous competition of
camp, Providence College placed
extremely high in individual as
well as group standings. An
outstanding cadet was Joseph
McMullen, presently brigade
commander at the College. McMullen. who finished first in his
platoon and third in his company stated that "the majority
of seniors did well at summer
camp and this effort will be displayed in the brigade this year.
One thing strongly in their favor was their attitude at camp."
In his own appraisal of camp,
McMullen stated that he felt the
greatest benefit of his six weeks
at Fort Devens was "seeing if
I could actually do the things
studied in theory. With adequate preparation for the following day, the time alloted for
sleep was not that strenuous.
More physical exertion could be
employed, but classes cut down
the time for actual training.
Self Estimation
"Overall, camp was effective
and a cadet could take a good
look at himself. By trying in
all the methods of rating over
six weeks, he could arrive at a
good estimation of his abilities."
Of those who did exceptionally well at camp, several Providence College seniors rated high
in the company standings. It is
through them especially that
the ROTC brigade hopes to continue the success of Summer
Camp. Several outstanding cadets were John Heslin, first in
his platoon and third in his
company; Henry St. Germain,
Insurance Cards
Identification c a r d s for
those enrolled in the Student
Congress insurance program
are now available at the Student Congress Office. All are
requested to pick them up as
soon as possible.

second in his platoon and fifth
in his company; Donald Speraco, second in his platoon and
eighth in his company; Frederick Gillette, third in his platoon; and Don Lyon, fifth in
his platoon.
Commenting on the poll, Maj.
Raymond E. Thibeault, Officerin-Charge of the senior class,
said complaints are common to
the GI. "They are a normal
part of every military organization; they serve as an effective
means of 'letting off steam,' but
more importantly, they serve to
point out to higher headquarters the possible need for corrective action. This encampment was no exception."
He said the results of the
poll will be forwarded to Maj.
General Benjamin Evans, commanding general of the XIII
Army Corps.

Research Chief Declares
A r a b States Importance

"The thirteen Arab states are
as important to the West today
as they were in the 15th century when they caused Europe
to look for new routes to the
East, which resulted in the discovery of the New World," declared Mr. Mahmoud el Okdah,
Chief of Research of the Arab
States Delegations Office. Speaking at a meeting of the International Relations Club, Mr.
Okdah cited the geographical
position of these countries, making it an important international crossroads. Since the
opening in 1879 of the Suez
Canal, an enormous amount of
trade has passed through its
waters each year.
He went on to emphasize the
influence the tremendous petroleum reserves of these countries
play in shaping the progress of
the Cold War. Not only do they
already contain 70% of the
known oil reserves in the
world, but new deposits have
recently been discovered in Algeria and Libya. By comparison, the United States possesses about 16% of the known
reserves, he noted.
Mr. Okdah said, "The denial
of oil to one's antagonist is just
as important as actually possessing it, since nations' economies and their ability to wage
war depend to a great extent
on their oil supplies." He described the cessation of action
by England and France against
Egypt in 1957 as a direct result
of their dependence on the
Arab world for their petroleum
products.
The Arab world plays an important role in leading the nonaligned bloc, which is made up

YOU
PICKED
A
WINNER

of 56 countries. The majority
of the people of the Arabic
countries are Moslems who
number some 100 million. Their
common culture and religion
are great unifying factors, although there is still disagreement between individual states.
Mr. Okdah feels this disunity
will be erased in ten or fifteen
years when a federation of
Arab states will probably be
formed.
Spectrum Club
"The Melting-pot Race Relations of New York City" will
be the subject of a lecture to
be given by Jerry Slevin, '65,
on November 9, 1964, at 8:00
p.m. in Aquinas Hall Lounge
under the auspices of the Spectrum Club.
Slevin, a resident of New
York City, will discuss the major racial and ethnic groups in
the City, and the problems to
which these interrelations give
rise.
All are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
Festival '64 . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
ni Hall cafeteria and the Raymond Hall dining hall.
"Judging by last year's tremendous success," said Coffey,
"Festival '64 should prove to be
one of the social highlights of
the year."
Indefinite at this point is a
dance to be held after the concert. Further details are forthcoming.

FERRANTE £
THI

PEOPLE'S

Two New Switchboards
To Be Placed in Harkins

Mr. Maurice J. Timlin, placement director and assistant to
the bursar in administrative
and purchasing problems, announced the installing of two
modern and more efficient
switchboards at Harkins Hall.
They are to replace the present
one, which is 15 years old.
Preparations s t a r t e d last
week, and service will begin
within 6 weeks.
The switchboards are to
handle more student and office phones. A paging system,
replacing the Code Call System,

Deasy Lecture..

(Continued from Page 5)
their mind during the war, it is
understandable for men (such
as historians) to change their
mind after the war. The Nationalist School at first had held
the theory of "a just war for
a just cause." Later they considered reconstruction a mis-

Adoration Friday

Since November of last year,
an ever-increasing group of students have sacrificed one hour
of their time each Firct Friday
to watch with the Blessed Sacrament in Nocturnal Adoration.
Usually organized on a parish
basis, adoration has been voluntarily instituted and directed at
the College by students, with the
approval and s upport of the
chaplain.
Attesting to the adoration's
continuing g r o w t h is last
month's attendance, in which,
according to Tom Jodziewicz,
more students participated than
in last year's first two months.
"Quantity, however, will never
be the sole criterion for Nocturnal Adoration at the College.
Rather, the men involved in this
service will, and do, represent
quality, which in turn will necessitate quantity here at the College. In fact, Providence College
is one of only three colleges in
the United States to have Nocturnal Adoration."
November's Nocturnal Adoration will begin on Friday at 9:55
p.m. with exposition, and end
with 8:00 a.m. Mass on Saturday.
Each hour consists of an ordered
program, which divides the time
between vocal recitation of the
Office of the most Blessed Sacrament, and personal prayer.

may be adopted. It will cover
the entire campus, aiding police
and maintenance workers.
The phone budget for the
College last year was $35,000.
This year, because of the new
equipment and need for more
operators, the budget, Mr. Timlin believes, "will probably be
over $40,000."
Speaking on the amount of
time the switchboards should
be used, he said, "There seems
to be an increasing need of
longer hours, and an eventual
24-hour service."

take. The Southern School at
first had no unity whatsoever.
Later they defended their side
by stating that it was constitutional to succeed. At the turn
of the century they preached
"white supremacy." There was
no Economic School before
1920. During the economic depression of the thirties this
theory became popular. The
Revisionist School was born during World War I, preaching
pacifism and blaming the war
on a blundering generation.
Fourth, that as Lincoln noted,
we changed ourselves, not as
we uncover facts about others,
but was we discover new truths
about ourselves. And finally,
that no problem so complex can
have any single cause. This is
not a closed issue. The solution
of the problem is still before us
and the challenge is ours.

Exam Tomorrow?
A r e You Prepared!
Largest Selection of
Student Aids in R. I.
—Barron's
—COS
—Oxford
—Monarch
—Amsco
—Hymarx
—Cliff's
—Study
Notes
Master
—Arco
—Schaum's
• Foreign Translations and
Interlinears
• Graduate School Preparation books
• College texts bought and
sold
Lincoln BookShoppe
905 Westminster
A t

Hoyle Sq. D E

Street
1-0622

litter bit hurts"

TEICHER
CHOICE

t-I-"*
11

Your favorite hits in the famed Ferrante
& Teicher style. You chose them. Now
watch them become the hits of an age.
Your age. People's Choice.- your choice
today. Starao UASS3B5 and Monaural UAL338S

-fa"

lartfi

The one to watch:

Susan Spotless says:

& KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL®
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NOTES
FROM

THE

SPORTSDESK

By Dick Berman
The world of athletics always finds a way of making
things uncomfortable for its populace. Take our hockey
- coach Zellio Toppazini in his initial season at the helm
of the Friar six. What's a coach to do for an encore after
his predecessor cornered the eastern collegiate hockey
championship the previous year. Anything less than
another crown would certainly be considered disasterous
by the team's supporters.
Topper's sextet has a tremendous nucleus of players to start defense of the ECAC cup. His forward lines
COMPLETE: A New Haven Club receiver pulls the pigskin out of the air as a Tri- are well-stocked with veteran wings and centers plus a
defender puts the tag on him. Action came during a Monday intramural game won
few promising sophomores. His backline corps is quite
by the New Haven Club.
O O W L f o t o by N o r b M O L a u g h l l n
sound with adequate depth and balance. Although righthanded shooters are a scarcity this season. Now, here's
the twist.
The Friars don't have one good goalie, and not two,
but three. In fact, any one of these net netminders
The final meet of the intra- of a discussion of Basketball on could conceivably find himself in a starting position
By Mike Hagstrom
Intramural Publicity Director mural cross country runs was the intramural level and other with any other eastern club (with the possible exception
As a basic theme in the two held Wednesday, October 28, winter sports. All Council mem- of the Reds and the Bruins).
I -t articles. I have stressed the over a distance of 1.9 miles. The bers should be present.
Football
ti < cess of the intramural sports event was won by Ken Confordo
Somebody might offer a suggestion to the coach
(his year as compared with the (New Haven) in a time of The biggest game.-, of the with the idea in mind of alternating the trio. Theoreticalput. Today, while watching an 10:11.4. Running a very close week took place on Monday, NoIntramural football game, this second was Charles Proudfoot vember 2. These games were be- ly this appears quite valid. But, the problem here is winv. s explicitly shown to me by (New Jersey.) Other finishers tween the two first place teams, ning hockey games not proving or disproving some hypoih! fact that there were approx- were: Bob Meyers (Unattached), Tri-State (5-0-0) and the New thetical notion. Besides dulling the goalies' timing and
bately 100 spectators. How Bill Bradley (Providence), Dave Haven Elms (5-0-0), and between
tinny limes in the past has one Kelley (unattached), Kevin Dun- the two second place teams, sharpness this plan would put additional pressure on
won able to go out to Hendrick- phy (unattached). Bob Ganong Waterbury (4-0-0) and the Bay their play.
ii field and see spectators in (New Bedford), Ken Johnson State Packers (4-0-0). Tri State
at dition to the players. Let's see (Boston), Paul Lyness (Boston), and Waterbury were both routed
Perhaps the primary reason why there won't be any
Ed Meehan (Hartford), Ron by large margins of victory. switching of goalies is Topper himself. The coach does
i at happens in the future.
Waterbury
was
outclassed
by
Scnosk
(Boston),
Paul
Benevelli
support the idea of alternating netminders unless
Tennis
Bill Hancock (Bos- the stronger-in-all-respects Bos- not
some factor as poor playing proves to necessitate a
A» promised, the results of (unattached),
ton
team,
while
Tri-State,
the
ton),
Jerry
Buckley
(Boston),
Ih' semi final round of the John Eg an (unattached). The odds-on favorite of the tilt was change in personnel.
leinis tournament are now
recorded by Confordo of overcome by the fine pass deIt's too bad that in college, teams aren't permitted
h ulable. Pete Rider defeated time
10:11:4 was reported by Harrier fense and strong ground-gaining to trade
players just for a season. We certainly have
Bill Waterson 6-3, 1-6, 6-3. In coach
offense
of
the
New
Haven
team.
Ray
Hanlon
to
be
an
exIt - other half of the round, cellent time for the course.
some real great goalie material to put on the block.
The
outstanding
player
of
both
Emile Martinrau downed James
games, in my opinion, would
Getting back to our three protectors of the crease.
PCIAAC Notice
Slevin 7-5, 7-5. Rider and Marhave to be Mike Jansen of the Each
of them realizes his precarious position in this pret eau have set a time and date There will be an important Waterbury
club,
whose
sure
I the final round, which will meeting of the Intramural Coun- hands almost saved the day for season segment. A bad day in front of the twines could
I played sometime this week. cil on Thursday evening, No- the losers. But, you just can't knock him out of contention for that starting job. The
vember 5, at 7 00 p.m. in the say too much about the excellent pressure will certainly continue to build up if his assoWrestling
Board Room in Alumni playing on the part of all the ciates constantly come up with the big save.
The response to the notice Athletic
< iccrning t h e revitalized Hall. The meeting will consist members ef all four teams.
Topper mentioned that there won't be any suspense
v estling program here on the
Won Lost Ties Pts. as to who the number one goalie will be at the start of
Teams
«; npus was very gratifying to
12
New
Haven
Club
It i Intramural board. Mr.
the '64-'65 campaign. He gave the impression that he
10
Tri-State
Leuthis reported that apppoximately
had already made up his mind but wasn't intending to
9
Albertus
Magnus
30 applicants for the prolet us know (for a while, that is).
8
program came forth to register, Waterbury' Club
8
d the show should get on the Western Mass.
To quote him, "each of the boys understands fully
7 his predicament
id within a very short time New Jersey A
as well as mine as their coach. They
6
Aiiyone desiring to register at South Shore '49ers
won't have the problem of building up for each practice
ib'S time should see Mr Louthis New Bedford
session or even for each game; they know they're each
Blackstone Valley
at soon as possible.
capable enough to start and consequently, realize the situation."
BOOKSTORE
From this prevaling condition one wonders why a
HASKIN'S REXALL PHARMACY
team can never go through a season without something
859 S M I T H STREET
P R O V I D E N C E , R. I.
NOTICE
disrupting the activities of the squad. It might be in"YOUR PRESCRIPTION CENTER"
Mr. Daniel Sullivan, man- juries, lack of good players or, just the reverse, an over
TWO REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ON DUTY
—WE DELIVER —
ager of the Bookstore, has an- abundance of talent.
M A n n i n g 1-3668 — O p e n Sundays
nounced that all unsold textTo make matters worse for Toppazini all three are
books will be returned to juniors
although only two will be eligible for next year.
their publishers on Novem- But, that's
something else.
ber 10. Postage will be charged
Mount Pleasant Music Discount Center
A coach is always faced with problems and must
on all books which must be
decide for himself what the proper move is to be. If he
re-ordered.
1046 C H A L K S T O N E A V E N U E
makes the right one he's coach of the year and if he
(across from Cartle Theatre)
flops, well, he's considered to be an incapable leader.
RECORDS — ACCESSORIES — SHEET MUSIC
Topper is faced with just such a deal. If he picks
JAZZ and FOLK MUSIC
SING'S
RESTAURANT
the wrong one of the three, he'll n e v e r be allowed to f o r Serving Choice Chinese Food get
Guitars. Banjos, and Ukuleles
it- Unfortunately, there's no way to measure the
Also Guitar Strings. Picks, and Strapi
Admiral P l a n <» Admiral St. comparable abilities of the goalies. For my money any
one
of
them would do the Friars proud. But it's up to the
353-9826 No. Prov
Boy Now and use our lay away plan for Christmas Gifts
OH>
u l Ii«7 Iter
coach to decide for himself, the team, and the school as
Prompt Service on Special Orders
to who wears n u m b e r " o n e . "
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Varsity Harriers Topple
Holy Cross Crusaders

The Friar cross-country squad climaxed their dual
meet season yesterday by thoroughly trouncing the
Holy Cross harriers by the wide margin of 15-48 on the
PC home course.
England Championship to be

Led by Paul Harris and
Barry Brown, who tied with a
14:21 time for the three mile
race, Providence captured the
first five places and nine of the
first ten spots. Finishing third
for PC was Jerry Riordan who
was removed from the injured
list just two weeks ago.
Following him were his teammates Bob Fusco, 4th, Mike
Eaton, 5th, Ray Van Epps, 7th,
Tom Durie, 8th, Paul Foster,
9th, and Billy Smith. 10th. Bob
Clarke, who placed 6th, was the
first finisher for the Crusaders.
The Crusaders, in contrast to
the Friars, lacked crusading
zeal. Following closely to Coach
Hanlon's orders, the Friars
moved out early leaving Holy
Cross in their tracks. This decisive victory indicated that PC
is the team to beat in the New

held in Boston next Monday.
Last Friday the same Friar
team won its third championship
of the season by placing seven
PC runners in the Eastern Intercollegiate Championship Meet
at Boston's Franklin Park. Providence posted the low team
score of 21; its nearest competitors, Central Connecticut had 56
points, M.I.T. had 71 and Southrern Connecticut had 109. The
remaining teams were Colby and
Trinity.
Barry Brown won the individual honors, covering the 4.2
mile course in 20:32. Teammate
Paul Harris was close behind
him in 20:51. Filling out the
Providence field were A1 Campbell, 5th, Bob Powers, 6th, Bob
Fusco, 7th, Gerry Riordan, 8th,
and Mike Eaton, 9th.

NEW CO-SKIPPERS: Noel Kinski and Jim Ahem newly selected co-captains of the
varsity basketball team pose with head coach Joe Mullaney.
—cowLfoto by vin DtLauro

Basketball Co-Captains
Selected: Ahern, Kinski

By Vin Marottoli
Noel Kinski and Jim Ahern were named the new co-captains of this year's edition of the PC basketball team, it was announced yesterday by Fr. Begley, director
of athletics. The two senior hoopsters assume the captaincy vacated by graduated
Long John Thompson and Jim Stone.

TOGETHERNESS: Paul Harris and Barry Brown cross
the finish line together as the Friars romped over the Crusaders Of Holy Cross.
—COWLtoto by Vin DtLauro

Yearling Thinclads Romp

The PC freshman cross-country team scored their most impressive victory of the season
Tuesday afternoon as they defeated the Holy Cross frosh 1550.
Not only were the first eight
places captured by PC men, but
the first three runners broke the
record for the course. The
record of 12:00.2, set by Parker
Morgan of Central Connecticut
State on September 24th of this
year, was broken by Bob Donnelly, who finished in 11:43.4,
Charlie Ewers, 11:50, and Chris
Portelance, 11:58.
Following these three were,
Dan Gaven, Dennis Fazekas, Bud
Dobbins, Tom Becker, and Ken

Conforto.
The victory put the frosh harriers over the .500 mark, with a
record of 6-5. Coach Ray Hanlon
commented that this squad is
"one of the most improved
freshmen squads in the history
of the school."
Last Friday afternoon in Boston, the Friar yearlings placed
second in the E.I.C.A.C. tournament. The Central Connecticut
took first place, with George
Conefrey leading the pack. Bob
Donnelly was the first Friar to
finish. He wound up in fourth
place but was only about twenty
seconds behind the leaders.
Charlie Ewers finished sixth in
the race and second for PC.

Gavitt on Freshman Ball

Dave Gavitt during a recent
interview came up with some
realistic views about his present
freshmen hoop squad.
"Height won't be a decisive
factor this year. The boys
average out to about 6'2". Granted this isn't as big as previous
squads, but for a first year team
that average height isn't bad at
all."
"Speed," remarked Gavitt,

"won't be channeled into a predominantly fast break offense,
but rather will be directed
toward possession basketball.
Our kids will wait for that good
open shot."
"This pass and wait offense
will definitely be a necessity.
Most of the freshmen teams that
we'll be facing will throw more
height at us. Because of this the
boys will have to work at blocking out and rebounding. This is

Kinski, one of the smallest
men on the team, has been
called by some observers as the
trickiest Friar ballplayer since
Johnny Egan. A graduate of St.
Mary's High School in New
Haven, Conn., Noel filled in the
position as key play-maker on
last year's squad. He and fellow
co-captain Ahern effectively
played their guard spots to keep
the ball moving.
Noel considers his captaincy
as a position of great honor,
after remembering some of the
former captains who have gone
on to the pros. He acknowledged
that this year's team will lack
the height that it had in years
past, but he still considers it potentially as good as any other
team fielded by PC. Noting that
there are several fast runners
on the team, he hinted that its
strength will be centered around
speed and defense.
Of all the games on the schedule, Noel is especially looking
forward to the St. Bonnie's
game since PC has not beaten
the Bonnies during his stay. He
feels confident that the Friars
will repeat what he considers
his biggest thrill: playing in a
national tournament.
A local boy, Jim Ahern graduated from Hope High School,
culminating one of the most
successful secondary school
records in the area. Twice he
was elected to the R. I. All-State
Team. Jim is considered one of
the fastest ballhandlers on the
court. Agreeing with Noel, he
placed the crux of the team's
success on its speed and pressure defense. Team morale, according to Jim, is very high for
this time of the season and he
where the one shot offense will
become quite important."
Anticipating the rapidly approaching campaign, the coach
added that although many of the
frosh opponents will definitely
have their share of top-flight
talent, the Friarlets, if they can
maintain this deliberate brand
of offense and defense, can and
will impose a great deal of
"grief" on the opposition.

noted that it has every hope of
repeating past PC records.
His biggest thrill was the
NCAA bid and the consequent
honors attached to playing in the
nation's biggest tournament.
It's no wonder that the team for
which he's gunning is the very

team that beat PC in the
NCAA's last year—Villanova.
Coach Joe Mullaney commented on the quality of the two
new captains and believes that
they possess that ability which
makes individual players want
to play as a team.

Hoop Tickets

Father Begley, director of ath- serve the right to limit the stuletics, at the college has an- dents to a single ticket denounced ticket priority dates for pending on the demand for a
Friar basketball games.
particular game.
Tickets for students will be Hockey tickets will be sold
sold from 10:20 a.m.-11:00 a.m. every week day at the athletic
and from 12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m.
until 4:30 p.m. Prices of
on specified days in the foyer office
are $1.00 at the school
of Alumni Hall. Students, up- tickets
and
$1.50
at the R. I. Auditorion presentation of their athletic um.
I D. cards, will be able to purchase one ticket at the student The Cowl urges the students
rate of $1.00 and,in most cases, to cut this article out for referone additional ticket at $1.50. ence, as regular prices will be
The athletic department will re- charged on other dates.
GAME:
PRIORITY DATES:
Catholic University
November 18, 19
Tuesday, December 1, 1964
Assumption College
November 23, 24
Friday, December 4, 1964
Brown University
November 30, Dec. 1
Wednesday, December 9, 1964
Bowling Green State University
December 7, 8
Monday, December 21, 1964
St. Joseph's College
December 16, 17
Saturday, January 2, 1965
Seton Hall University
January 11, 12
Saturday, January 23, 1965
St. Bonaventure University
January 18, 19
Thursday, January 28, 1965
DePaul University
January 25, 26
Thursday, February 4, 1965
St. Francis College
February 1, 2
Thursday, February 11, 1965
Duquesne University
February 3, 4
Saturday, February 13, 1965
University of Rhode Island
February 8, 9
Tuesday, February 16, 1965
University of Massachusetts
February 17, 18
Tuesday, March 2, 1965
Student Congress sponsored all male animal sections at
basketball games will be continued this season. Tickets for the
Catholic University game will be sold on November 17 in the
foyer of Alumni Hall. Students wishing to purchase these single
tickets will need their Athletic I.D. Cards for presentation. If
this ticket is purchased, the student can not purchase the usual
one student, and one regular price ducat.

